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CADORY DTLINEN  
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1. C - C Indeed Cordially received by Thedieck who also expressed CONFIDENCE C - C personally. According Dellingshausen however, Thedieck made no comments or commitments re DT LINEN future except to say matter must be discussed with competent German and ODYOKE officials. Thedieck plans report to BUNDESTAG committee that DT LINEN activities now unobjectionable.

2. Current ALL-GERMAN MINISTRY attitude DT LINEN best exemplified in last sentence Para 5 Attachment EGBA 52870 wherein Dellingshausen evaded making pro or con statement re DT LINEN future. At 11 October MTG, Dellingshausen, speaking officially, said ministry would raise no objection if Kubark wished continue DT LINEN but Fedgovt would accept no more responsibility for group than heretofore nor would Fedgovt be able defend DT LINEN publicly or before BUNDESTAG beyond last sentence Para 1 above.

3. Privately, Dellingshausen still feels DT LINEN should be dissolved (he feels) and its functions and personnel quietly transferred to other established BRLN groups. For example, refugee and political...
PRISONER AID WORK COULD BE ABSORBED BY ALL-GERMAN MINISTRY FRONT GROUP HEADED BY (FNU) MUSIOLECK, TRACING SERVICE TO RED CROSS. KARTEI TO BND AND PROPAGANDA ASSETS AND PERSONNEL WORTH SALVAGING MERGED WITH LCCASSOCK. IN THIS CONNECTION HE INDICATED LCCASSOCK MIGHT BECOME JOINT CAWASH/KUBARK PROPAGANDA, PRODUCTION CENTER. IF FOREGOING PLAN CARRIED OUT, HE ALSO THINKING ABOUT HIRING HEAD UP DEUTSCHE PARTEI OSTBURO WHICH ALMOST WHOLLY DEPENDENT UPON MINISTRY FUNDS.

4. WE TOLD DELLINGSHAUSEN HIS SUGGESTIONS WOULD BE FORWARDED BUT MINISTRY WOULD HAVE TO ANSWER FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE SERIOUS CONSIDERATION POSSIBLE:
   A. WOULD C BE PERSONALLY ACCEPTABLE THEDIECK IN NEW CAPACITY AS HEAD JOINT CAWASH/KUBARK PROPAGANDA CENTER? B. WOULD MINISTRY BE PREPARED TO BACKSTOP AND SHARE FINANCIAL BURDEN SUCH PROPAGANDA OFFICE?

5. DELLINGSHAUSEN PROMISED DISCUSS WITH THEDIECK AND ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *ACCORDING C THEDIECK NO LONGER OPPOSED DTLINEN ACTIVITIES.
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